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As the college admission season comes to an end with National Candidate Reply

Date on May 1, students might think the hardest part of the application process

is behind them. That is until you receive your decisions and have been admitted

to multiple colleges and universities. While this is what college counselors refer

to as a “good problem,” it is a problem nonetheless, and one that needs to be

approached in an effective and efficient manner.

Following are suggestions to help you (or your child) make a confident, final

college selection.

Avoid the “good college” myth.

The question I am most often asked as a college counselor is, “Is (name of

institution) a good college?” My response is always an unequivocal “Yes.”

Regardless of selectivity or ranking, every college is a good college, and every

college serves a viable purpose and unique constituency. However, every college

is not right for every person. The question you should instead be asking is, “Is it

a good college for me?” To answer this, talk to current students, professors and

recent alumni, and inquire about the rigor of courses, opportunities, social life

and their overall experiences.

Know the mission of the college.

It always strikes me that students and parents typically overlook or ignore this

vital piece of information when applying. Some don’t even realize that most

colleges actually have a mission statement. The college’s mission statement

reveals an enormous amount about the college’s aims, values and overall

intentions. It informs everything from student life to academic programs. If the

college’s mission statement inspires and excites you, you will likely feel a sense

of belonging and enthusiasm in moving forward. Conversely, if you do not

espouse the values articulated in the mission statement, that college is most

likely not the best fit for you.

Trust your gut.

The college selection process need not be overly analyzed or intellectualized.

Pay attention to your gut feeling. If you find yourself in the middle of a college

campus thinking, “This is an amazing place; I could definitely see myself here,”

then it’s most likely the right college for you. On the flip side, if it doesn’t feel

right, it probably isn’t and won’t ever be.

Explore what’s meaningful to you.

Your college years are a time to hone your talents and interests in a focused and

analytical manner. Your AP Environmental Science course might have sparked

an interest in marine biology or your role in the high school production of

“Mamma Mia!” might have uncovered a hidden talent for acting. If the college

does not have the necessary faculty, courses and/or equipment to provide

meaningful opportunities in fields you think might interest you, then perhaps

you should pass on that college.

Remember college isn’t just about academics.

College is also about learning to navigate, communicate and collaborate. It’s

about learning to live independently. It’s about meeting people from all walks of

life and becoming globally aware. You were admitted to the college based on

your potential to contribute meaningfully and enhance the community. Ask

yourself how you hope to make a difference, and how others within the

community are doing so. If you sense your fellow students won’t inspire you,

consider looking elsewhere.

Compare (and scrutinize!) financial aid offers.

One of the most essential elements of college acceptances is the offer of

financial aid. Each college typically distributes financial aid offers among

admitted students soon after its admission offers. But not every financial aid

offer is the same so it is essential to compare and scrutinize. A few things to

watch out for are the mix of student loans, work-study, financial aid that must

be repaid (with interest) or require your time or services, and what portion of

the package consists of scholarships and grants that do not need to be paid

back. Of course, every student and family need to decide on their risk tolerance

for borrowing, but most financial aid experts advise that a reasonable amount

of debt falls somewhere between $25,000 to $30,000.

Finally, avoid “senioritis” and keep up your grades.

Now that your college admission has been secured, you might be tempted to

coast along during the last couple of months of school. However, all admission

and scholarship offers are considered provisional. A significant drop in grades,

suspension from school, inappropriate social media, or an egregious act against

your community typically meet the criteria for your high school to submit a

disciplinary report to colleges. At best, the college will want to discuss the

incident report with you. At worst, the college has the right to rescind your offer

of admission. Don’t squander your good fortune of a coveted admission spot by

making poor choices.

Joseph Blassberg is the director of college counseling at The Greene School in

West Palm Beach. With 30 years of experience as both a college admissions

officer and college counselor, he has successfully shepherded over 1,000

students through the college search and selection process.
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